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Message From President Greg Stang
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SCOL Weekday Skiers 2022

Linda O’Donnell continues to call for our SCOL warrior skiers, as the snow and the
slopes have been fantastic lately at Holiday Valley. We just needed to bundle up a bit
during the week of the Shot-Dog-Ski event. Linda always looks forward to updates and
pictures and reminds us that the Holiday Valley Website is a great source of
information regarding snow conditions, so check it out.
Thank you Linda for giving us a great opportunity to let others know when we’re
heading down to HV. The idea is to promote club socialization and fun and give
everyone an opportunity to ski with other ski club members. We meet up at the
Yodeler Lodge and usually have lunch at 12:30 PM. If you’re not already on Linda’s
list, you can drop her a line at lod5757@gmail.com
We invite anyone who skis at KB to start a similar email communication chain.
Congratulations to Rick McIntosh for skiing over 100 runs in a day!

SCOL & HUGGERS SKI CLUB
On Thursday, January 20th, SCOL hosted an Apres-Ski get together featuring cheese, fruit,
crackers and beverages at the Tannenbaum Lodge at Holdiay Valley with the Huggers Ski
Club from Rochester, NY. They will host us at Bristol Mountain on February 17th.

There is an interesting story behind their name. They attracted quite a few beginner
skiers who were referred to affectionately as "tree huggers".
SCOLers Present:
Row 1:

Rick McIntosh, Emily Frank, Peggy Schill, Roxanne Wallace, Greg Stang.
Row 2:
Tony Schill, Tom Doran, Julia Drinnan-Doran, Steve Korn.
Row 3:
Keith Wallace, Terry Hunt.

SCOL Snow Rider in the Spotlight

Rob Daeschler first learned about SCOL from his buddy Wade Gross. “He had just come back from a SCOL trip to
Aspen and told me how awesome it was… and that I should consider joining. I’ve been a member for about 4 years
now.”
After checking out SCOL’s website and seeing all the events they had planned throughout the year, Rob was sold.
“Other than my friends Wade and Paul, I didn’t really know too many people that shared my passion for skiing…
Joining SCOL was a great way to meet some new people that shared my passion.”
Rob remembers that the conditions on the SCOL Le Massif trip were “incredible”! “When we arrived, it was two
days after a large dump of snow, and everything was pristinely groomed… At Le Massif, you don’t ride a chair up
to start the day, you start at the top of the mountain… I remember being there at the top waiting with everyone for
the rope to drop… Once it did, it was like the Chinese Downhill scene in Hotdog The Movie… Lol!”
Rob thought that the SCOL trip to Mount Saint Anne was “a ton of fun! Especially the Apres… He had a great time
“chilling with the group in the hot tub after each day of shredding… Since I was the newbie on that trip, I was told I
had to do the “SCOL ROLL”, and since I had a few “pops” in me at that point, I was happy to hop out of the hot tub
and roll around in the snow… LOL. Good times!
Rob primarily skis at HV after work (at night), and doesn’t get too many opportunities for “freshies”, but he
remembers “one night a couple years back, it was absolutely puking, and me and they boys had a ton of fun on just
about every run!”
If you’re interested in seeing some of the events from that night head over to Rob’s YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/c/ChasingVertical. Check out the video called “Blizzard of Aahhh’s”.
On getting ready for ski season, Rob checks his video gear and makes sure everything is “up to snuff.” Rob says
that he gets “some pretty good leg and core workouts in beforehand though… Go really hard and burn them out
once… Then I’m usually good for the rest of the season.”
Rob’s favorite trail at HV is Fiddlers Elbow. “It’s the main park run at HV and I really have fun challenging myself
on the boxes and jumps. It’s my goal this season to slide a box sideways and land switch.” Rob tells us: “Subscribe
to Chasing Vertical and find out if I make it happen!”

Rob in Flight!
Check out his
Youtube
Channel!

Penguin Paddle 2022
Sat 26th of Feb 2022: 9AM – 2PM

Penguin Paddle is a super fun day to benefit the Lounsbury Adaptive Program. Events include
BBQ lunch, silent auction, raffle and the fun-fun Penguin Slide.
Register the morning of the event for the Penguin Slide, where you don a plastic garbage bag and
slide down the bottom of Yodeler on your belly, penguin style.
The silent auction will take place at the Holiday Valley Yodeler Lodge, while respecting social
distancing.
The Penguin Paddle benefits the Lounsbury Adaptive Ski Program.
See www.LounsburyAdaptive.org for more information on this incredibly important organization
that gives the gift of skiing to people of virtually any type of disability.
The Lounsbury Adaptive Ski Program would like to publicly recognize their donors at the event, in
electronic/social media and in print. They intend to fly banners at the auction thanking everyone for
their support in donations to make the event a success.
Follow @LounsburyAdaptive on Facebook and Instagram for more information and updates.
*Stay tuned for the Ski Fever March Newsletter to learn how SCOL participated in the traditional
Raffle and Silent Auction.

Welcome
New
SCOLers
!
In uncertain times, SCOL thanks and welcomes the new
2021-2022 members!
Names in yellow and red represent new/renewed members since the
October/November Newsletter! Names in Green rep new/renewed since December!

Michelle Barlow
Donna Barton
Steven Belliveau
Aaron Bradley
William Conrad
Sandra Dagostino
Michael Dellisola
Lisette D'eon
Ralph Estep
Deb Galloway
Kevin Gaczewski
Tim Gelder
Mark Hare
Melissa Hare
Leslie Hawkins
Terry Hunt
James Jankowski
John Knab
Christopher Kutlina

Dottie Laettner
Diana Landwehr
Sally Lemley
Anthony Lozzi
Ruth Luzio
Tom Mahar
Richard McMahon
Cassidy Milliman
Eric Nocek
Sandra Pietrowski
Kenneth Punnett
Jeffrey Randall
Sally Ann Raskin
Steve Redding
Claudia Rodems
Mike Rodems
Linda Schenne
Jake Schrantz
Jennifer Schultz

Lech Solecki
Sarah Sparks
Paul Starcher
Nancy Such
Beth Taylor
Ken Tramposch
Pavel Tretyakov
Mark Whipple
Kristen Wolf
Peter Woodward

SCOL thanks all returning members for committing to the club as
we navigate new and changing social guidelines!

